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Hyperplastic polyposis: a case report
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ABSTRACT

Objective: The authors present a case report of hyperplastic polyposis syndrome from the Coloproctology Service, Vitória Apart Hospital, Vitória-ES.

Case study: Our case is a 24-year-old man who suffered from fatigue, malaise and microcytic and hypochromic anemia, whose upper digestive endoscopy presented several hyperplastic polyps in the stomach and whose colonoscopy revealed colonic polyposis mainly in the right colon; the histopathology showed tubular adenoma with moderate atypia in the ascending colon. Thus, a videolaparoscopic right colectomy was performed; the analysis of the surgical fragment showed multiple (more than 30) polyps distributed through the cecum and ascending colon.

Conclusion: The histopathological diagnosis of hyperplastic polyposis is a challenging task. In general, most polyps are hyperplastic, but serrated and classic adenomas also occur. These associated adenomatous injuries can be the cause of malignant transformation. So far, there is no consensus about the appropriate treatment; however, a colectomy procedure may be beneficial in a scenario of a large number of hyperplastic polyps, concurrent serrated adenomas, or multiple high-risk adenomatous lesions.

© 2015 Sociedade Brasileira de Coloproctologia. Published by Elsevier Editora Ltda. All rights reserved.

Polipose hiperplásica: relato de caso

RESUMO

A Síndrome Polipose Hiperplásica (HPS), descrita em 1980, é considerada como a presença de pólipos hiperplásicos múltiplos, grandes e/ou proximais e, ocasionalmente, um número menor de adenomas serrados, adenomas clássicos e pólipos mistos. A grande maioria dos pacientes são assintomáticos, sendo o diagnóstico um achado incidental da colonoscopia. No tocante ao prognóstico, a maioria dos autores considera HPS um achado incidental sem...
Introduction

Hyperplastic polyposis was described in 1980. This disease is regarded as the presence of multiple large and/or proximal hyperplastic polyps, and sometimes fewer serrated adenomas, classical polyps and mixed adenomas. They differ from isolated hyperplastic polyps, as can reach up to 3 cm.\(^1\) Usually these hyperplastic polyps are found in the proximal colon, occur equally among men and women and exhibit familial character. While it is accepted that small hyperplastic polyps have no malignant potential, there are cases of adenocarcinomatous associated with hyperplastic polyposis (HPS).

The guidelines recommend some criteria for a definition of the diagnosis of HPS; these criteria are also used by the World Health Organization (WHO) and were introduced in 2000. The criteria are\(^1\): at least five hyperplastic polyps histopathologically diagnosed proximally to the sigmoid colon, with two of them measuring more than 10 mm in diameter; or\(^2\) any number of hyperplastic polyps occurring proximally to the sigmoid colon in a patient with a first-degree relative with HPS; or\(^3\) more than 30 hyperplastic polyps of any size, but spread throughout the colon.\(^3\)

Although a hyperplastic polyp is a non-neoplastic polyp, it may present genetic changes, including chromosomal rearrangements, such as: Kras and BRAF proto-oncogenes\(^4\) mutation and low levels of DNA's unstable microsatellites (MSI-H). TP53 mutations and increased p53 immunosuppression are limited to areas of intraepithelial neoplasia and serrated adenomas. High levels of MSI-H are associated with loss of DNA capacity for error repair, and this is the likely cause of colorectal injuries in HPS patients. The HPS also exhibits histopathologic features that differ from normal mucosa, for instance, an increase in the crypt proliferation zone (although confined to the base of the crypt), serrated architectural organization in basilar areas of the crypt, basilar expansion of the crypt, inverted crypts and prevalence of crypts with reduced maturation. A small portion of cases presents some degree of dysplasia, and even an association with tubular, tubulovillous, villous and serrated adenomatous.\(^5\)

The vast majority of patients are asymptomatic, and the diagnosis is an incidental finding from colonoscopy; a portion of patients may suffer rectal bleeding. Therefore, a high-definition colonoscopy and multiple biopsies are essential for obtaining this diagnosis.

With regard to prognosis, most authors consider HPS as an incident finding, with no potential for colorectal adenocarcinoma; however, recent studies have described genetic lesions occurring synchronously to HPS and to colorectal cancer, supporting the concept of the sequence: hyperplastic polyp – adenoma – colorectal carcinoma.\(^5,13\)

Fig. 1 – UDE: gastric polyposis.
Case report

Our case is a 24-year-old man who suffered from fatigue, malaise and microcytic and hypochromic anemia. No family history of colorectal cancer or familial polyposis. In the diagnosis, Upper Digestive Endoscopy (UDE) revealed several polyps in the stomach, the largest of them measuring 3 cm, with a histopathologic study compatible with hyperplastic polyps; colonoscopy: colonic polyposis (cecum and ascending and transverse colon), measuring 1–5 cm, with a 1.5-cm polyp in the sigmoid colon and two 1-cm sessile polyps in the rectum. In the face of such findings, polypectomy was performed in the distal colonic segments and, by sampling, in the right colon. Histopathological study (HPTL): retention polyp associated with lymphoid hyperplasia in the rectum and sigmoid colon; tubular adenoma with moderate atypia in the ascending colon (Figs. 1–5).

Results

The patient underwent a partial right colectomy by videolaparoscopy; the surgical fragment measured
Fig. 5 – Colonoscopy from normal control.

162 mm, containing 50 sessile and pedunculated polypoid lesions.

The histopathological study of the surgical specimen revealed multiple (more than 30) hyperplastic polyps distributed throughout the cecum and ascending colon; this finding fulfills the criteria for HPS syndrome. The research for BRAF gene mutation was inconclusive.

A polypoid lesion with a central fibrovascular bundle and disorganization of crypt architecture was also noted; the crypts showed at their base a proliferative zone, with high number of cells, but without dysplasia, characterizing a hyperplastic polyp.

The patient’s recovery was uneventful, and he was discharged on the 4th postoperative day. Currently the patient is under rigorous clinical and endoscopic follow-up.

**Conclusion**

The histopathological diagnosis of HPS is a challenging task. In general, most of the polyps are hyperplastic, but serrated and classic adenomas can also occur. These associated adenomatous lesions can be the cause of malignant transformation. There is no consensus about the appropriate treatment; however, colectomy may be beneficial in cases of a large number of hyperplastic polyps, concurrent serrated adenomas, or multiple high-risk adenomatous lesions.
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